Reception Trip to The Matthew

As part of our topic on Pirates next term we have organised a trip to The Matthew in Bristol on Wednesday 17th July 2019. The day will start with a treasure hunt around school and we will leave for Bristol at 10.30am. Upon arrival we will walk down to the harbour and each class will go on a one hour trip on The Matthew to learn about all things Pirate! We will return to school at approximately 2.30pm.

The cost of the trip will be £13.95. No child will be refused a place on the grounds that their parents do not wish to make a financial contribution, but unless a substantial number of parents wish their children to take part and are willing to make a contribution, we will be unable to run the trip. Arrangements will be made for children whose parents do not wish them to attend.

Payment and permission for your child to attend/take part must be made on-line using School Gateway.

When you make payment and give permission for your child to attend on the School Gateway you will be required to make a comment before you can complete the transaction. If you can help, please indicate this where you are asked to make a comment. If you are unable to help, you will need to add a comment in order to complete the transaction – please just put NO in the comment box. We often have a large number of parents offering us help on this trip, for which we are very grateful! Should the number of adults offering to help exceed the number of adults we require we will pull names from a hat. Any adults helping on the trip will also need to dress as pirates!

If you would like your child to have a free packed lunch, there will be a sign-up sheet on the classroom door for you to indicate your preference.

The children will need to wear sensible footwear and be prepared for rain but we will also be dressing up as pirates! This can be done very simply with jeans, a stripy top and a bandana or hat. Please do not include any weapons, such as swords, as part of the costume as they are not allowed in school. Please bring a backpack, snack and drink for the day.

Yours sincerely,

Miss Honeybell
EYFS Leader

Miss Donovan